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We present a single-molecule study unraveling the effect of static disorder on the vibrational-assisted
ultrafast exciton dynamics in multichromophoric systems. For every single complex, we probe the initial
exciton relaxation process by an ultrafast pump-probe approach and the coupling to vibrational modes by
emission spectra, while fluorescence lifetime analysis measures the amount of static disorder. Exploiting
the wide range of disorder found from complex to complex, we demonstrate that static disorder
accelerates the dephasing and energy relaxation rate of the exciton.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.216403 PACS numbers: 71.35.Aa, 32.50.+d, 78.47.+p
For many decades assemblies of coupled emitters have
been studied intensively due to their intriguing properties
of spectral narrowing [1] and enhancement of spontaneous
emission rate (superradiance) [2]. This behavior stems
from coherent excited state energy (exciton) delocalization
over the aggregate [3,4]. The exploitation of exciton de-
localization for a controlled transfer of energy in photonics
and electronics devices as well as in novel schemes for
quantum computation has sparked new interest in a wide
variety of multichromophoric assemblies, such as photonic
polymers [5], light harvesting complexes [6], and quantum
dot arrays [7]. In practice, the performance of these sys-
tems depends on the extent of coherent exciton delocaliza-
tion, a property varying in time and space due to static and
dynamic disorder [8,9]. Understanding how these two
parameters constrain the extent of collective excited states
in multichromophoric assemblies is therefore a crucial step
in the design of functional excitonically based molecular
devices.
Static disorder in dye assemblies mainly arises from
differences in the energy of the interacting chromophores.
The initial exciton created upon absorption is then confined
to a region smaller than the actual size of the complex [10].
Coupling of this state to molecular vibrations and bath
phonon modes (dynamic disorder) leads to subsequent
ultrafast dephasing and energy relaxation through the ex-
citon band. As a consequence, the coherence size of the
exciton is further reduced [11]. Therefore, the properties of
the final thermalized exciton result from the action of both
static and dynamic disorder. The combined effects of these
parameters on exciton dynamics have been studied so far
theoretically [12] and by means of bulk spectroscopy [13].
In bulk experiments, however, the interplay of static and
dynamic disorder cannot be disentangled since the average
over a wide range of energy differences from molecule to
molecule is measured.
In this Letter we investigate the effect of static disorder
on exciton dynamics in a multichromophoric system using
a unique combination of several room-temperature single-
molecule spectroscopy (SMS) techniques. The coherent
delocalization length of the final thermalized exciton is
probed using steady-state and fast SMS methods, thus
unraveling the extent of static disorder in individual ag-
gregates. The interplay between static disorder and exciton
dynamics is then investigated by simultaneous measure-
ment of the ultrafast relaxation process of the initial ex-
citon state, which is carried out by means of a recently
developed single-molecule pump-probe (SM2P) method
[14,15]. Remarkably, we find that static disorder strongly
determines exciton dynamics.
The assemblies investigated in this work are dimers and
trimers of the tetraphenoxy-perylene diimide dye (PD) pre-
senting a rigid head-to-tail structure with a parallel orien-
tation of the transition dipole moments of the constituent
PD units [16]. A strong dipolar interaction is calculated for
adjacent PD chromophores, leading to coherent exciton
delocalization [16]. Thin films of poly(methyl methacry-
late) doped with PD monomers, dimers (DPD), and trimers
(TPD) were studied by means of both SMS and SM2P. In
SMS measurements [16], the time evolution of fluores-
cence intensity, lifetime, and spectrum was monitored for
individual molecules excited with 280 fs pulses at  
568 nm (circularly polarized light), repetition rate of
8 MHz, and mean power density of 2:5 kWcm2. In
SM2P experiments [14,15], molecules were excited at  
580 nm (circularly polarized, 1 MHz, 4 kWcm2) with
two consecutive identical saturating pulses (FWHM 
280 fs) whose mutual delay () was continuously
scanned from  2 ps to  2 ps while simultaneously
acquiring the fluorescence intensity and lifetime.
SMS measurements reveal the occurrence of multilevel
intensity trajectories for individual DPD and TPD assem-
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blies, a situation stemming from sequential photodamage
of the constituent chromophores in the complexes [16,17].
This behavior is shown in Fig. 1(a) for a single TPD
molecule, whose high (level 3), intermediate (level 2),
and low (level 1) fluorescence intensity levels arise from
a trimer with three, two, and one intact PD units, respec-
tively. Examination of the properties of these separate
levels reveals the effect of dye coupling on the behavior
of each assembly.
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show both the fluorescence decays
and spectra for a single TPD molecule. The fluorescence
lifetime (f) recovered by exponential fitting of the decays
lowers with increasing number of interacting chromo-
phores: f3  3:9 ns, f2  4:9 ns, and f1  6:5 ns. We
have previously shown that such decrease arises from the
occurrence of superradiance [16], i.e., enhancement of the
radiative rate of the assembly due to exciton delocalization
over the coupled chromophores [3,4]. Indeed, the ratio
between the f values for the lowest and highest intensity
levels directly yields in this case the degree of super-
radiance (LS) of the system [16]. Exciton delocalization
also accounts for the shift and changes in the relative
intensity of vibronic bands observed for the spectral data
in Fig. 1(c). This second result can be quantified by means
of the Huang-Rhys factor (S), defined as the intensity ratio
between the 1-0 ( 660) and 0-0 ( 610 nm) emission
bands [18]. This factor provides a direct measure for the
coupling of the excited state and a certain molecular vi-
bration. For the spectra depicted in Fig. 1(c), S3  0:29,
S2  0:34, and S1  0:50. Thus, S lowers due to chromo-
phore interaction, rendering a reduced contribution of vi-
bronic bands and a narrowing of the spectrum for the intact
assembly [4,18]. The delocalized nature of the exciton is
responsible for this decreased coupling between the elec-
tronic state and the vibrational mode resolved in the trimer
spectra.
Coupling between electronic and vibrational degrees of
freedom also governs the ultrafast dynamics of excited
states prior to their decay to the ground level. We use the
recently developed SM2P method [14,15] to unravel this
process for individual assemblies. Figure 1(d) displays
the results obtained on a single trimer. For each intensity
level a clear dip in fluorescence intensity at zero delay
between the pump and probe pulses is observed, which is
interpreted as follows. At   0 the emission is not
increased due to the second probe pulse, since the first
pump pulse already saturated the transition. For   0,
however, coupling to phonons leads to dephasing and
relaxation of the initially excited state prior to the arrival
of the probe pulse. Consequently, the optical transition is
no longer saturated and an increase of fluorescence does
result from the second pulse [14,15]. The width of the dip
therefore reports on the ultrafast dynamics of the initially
excited state. The narrower the dip, the faster the energy
relaxation driven by coupling to phonons, which has been
attributed to an intramolecular energy redistribution pro-
cess [15]. Since the energy of pump and probe pulses is
equal and their spectral bandwidth relatively narrow
(90 cm1), our SM2P method is particularly sensitive
to the onset of such energy redistribution.
The measured dips in Fig. 1(d) have been fit with a three
level model, accounting for the pulse length, to derive
characteristic redistribution times (er) [15]. We obtain
values of er  0:48, 0.18, and 0.04 ps for levels 3, 2,
and 1 of the particular trimer in Fig. 1, respectively.
Clearly, the redistribution time increases due to chromo-
phore interaction, suggesting a decrease in phonon cou-
pling efficiency upon delocalization, consistent with the
spectral data. However, it should be noted that SM2P
experiments report on the interaction of the initial exciton
to a manifold of phonon modes, while emission spectra
reflect the coupling of the final thermalized exciton to a
single, high energy vibrational mode.
The trends in f, S, and er shown in Fig. 1 for the
different intensity levels of a single trimer were observed
for all investigated DPD and TPD complexes. Yet, the
extent of changes of f, S, and er with dye interaction
was found to vary from molecule to molecule. Thus, broad
distributions of LS were retrieved from f measurements
on 55 DPD and 119 TPD assemblies [Fig. 2(a)], whose
average values are 1.2 and 1.5, respectively. In case of
linear assemblies with parallel interacting dipoles such as
DPD and TPD, LS provides a direct estimate of the exciton
coherent delocalization length [8]. Therefore, the spread in
LS values and the deviation of the mean with respect to the
ideal situation (LS  2 for TPD and LS  2:9 for TPD
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FIG. 1. (a) Fluorescence intensity (I) trace for a trimer. Arrows
on top of the intensity trace schematically indicate the orienta-
tion of the transition dipole moments of the active PD units.
Fluorescence decays (b) and spectra (c) for the levels 3 (t 
0–10 s), 2 (t  10–90 s), and 1 (t  120–210 s) of trace (a). The
0-0 and 1-0 emission bands appear at  610 nm and 
660 nm, respectively, in (c). (d) SM2P dips for the levels 3, 2,
and 1 of a trimer, showing a decrease in fluorescence intensity at
  0 of 16% (3), 10% (2), and 16% (1). The solid lines are fits
which recover the redistribution times.
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[3,4]) evidence a reduction of the exciton coherence size
due to disorder varying from molecule to molecule.
Figure 2(b) shows the ratios of the Huang-Rhys factor
between the lowest and highest intensity levels of all
investigated DPD and TPD assemblies. These S ratios
report on the spectral narrowing (SN) due to a decreased
vibronic coupling arising from exciton delocalization.
Clearly, a significant spread in SN is also found, with
average values of SN  1:3 (DPD) and SN  1:7 (TPD),
again lower than expected in absence of disorder [SN  2
(DPD) and 3 (TPD) [18] ].
Figure 2(c) shows the ultrafast redistribution times for
the highest intensity levels of all PD, DPD, and TPD
molecules investigated. For PD monomers a relatively
narrow distribution centered at low values of er is ob-
served (heri  0:094 ps). In this case the spread in er is
attributed to slight molecular conformational differences
induced by the nanoenvironment surrounding the molecule
[14,15]. On the other hand, the distributions for DPD and
TPD in Fig. 2(c) are broader and shifted to larger values of
er [heri  0:19 (DPD) and 0.38 ps (TPD)]. This indicates
that coherent exciton delocalization in the aggregates re-
duces coupling to phonons, thus slowing down the ultrafast
excited state dynamics. Variation in exciton coherence size
from molecule to molecule due to disorder therefore ac-
counts for the additional broadening of the DPD and TPD
histograms.
In the distributions plotted in Fig. 2, both LS and SN are
time-integrated values over the entire duration of the ex-
cited state relaxation of the system. As such, they report on
the properties of the final thermalized exciton state.
However, while LS provides a direct estimate of the deloc-
alization length of this state, SN is a measure for the
coupling strength to the dominant molecular vibration at
! 1245 cm1. Noticeably, the correlation plot of LS and
SN in Fig. 3(a) shows a clear correspondence between
these two quantities. Thus, a Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.78 is found between LS and SN for the whole set
of data points plotted in Fig. 3(a), whose deviation from
zero has a statistical significance better than 99%.
Therefore, our data support that larger exciton delocaliza-
tion yields lower coupling to vibrational modes, as theory
predicts [3,4].
The correlation between LS and SN can be modeled
theoretically by means of a Holstein Hamiltonian [18–20]:
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where E0-0 is the electronic excitation energy of the mono-
mer, jii (jji) stands for the state of the aggregate in which
dye i (j) carries the electronic excitation, and byi (bi) is the
creation (annihilation) operator for the vibration on unit i.
The fourth term in (1) accounts for the exciton interaction
energy between dyes i and j with coupling strength Jij, and
the fifth term describes the coupling between the electronic
states and a single vibrational mode (Hex-ph). With respect
to the monomer, the exciton-phonon interaction for a par-
ticular dye unit in the assembly, i.e., hijHex-phji, is
weighted by its partial contribution to the overall exciton
wave function . This results in a decrease of coupling to
vibrations upon exciton delocalization, as experimentally
inferred from our spectral and SM2P results.
To solve (1) for DPD and TPD, Jij was computed
assuming a dipole-dipole model (Ji;i1  300 cm2
and Ji;i2  37:5 cm1 [16]), while the frequency (! 
1245 cm1) and Huang-Rhys factor (S  0:47) of the
vibrational mode of interest were derived from the spectral
data of 24 monomers. To account for static disorder, nu-
merical simulations of (1) were run by randomly deriving
E0-0 from a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of  
16 670 cm1 and a width of d  320 cm1, as deter-
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FIG. 3. (a) Spectral narrowing (SN) versus degree of super-
radiance (LS) for DPD (squares) and TPD (circles). The mean
SN ratios and their standard deviations are plotted for 27 DPD
and 22 TPD assemblies after binning every 0.075 LS units. Lines
correspond to the theoretical calculations for DPD (dashed) and
TPD (solid). (b) Redistribution time (er) versus LS for DPD
(squares) and TPD (circles). The mean er values and their
standard deviations are plotted for 14 DPD and 22 TPD after
binning every 0.075 LS units.
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FIG. 2. (a) Distributions of the degree of superradiance (LS)
for 55 DPD (open) and 119 TPD (crossed) assemblies. For DPD,
LS is defined as f1=f2 and for TPD, f1=f3. (b) Distributions
of the degree of spectral narrowing (SN) for 27 DPD (open) and
22 TPD (crossed). SN is defined as S1=S2 for DPD and S1=S3 for
TPD. (c) Histograms of the energy redistribution time (er) for
the highest intensity levels of 91 PD (black), 24 DPD (open), and
44 TPD (crossed) molecules.
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mined from 24 monomers. The coefficients of the eigen-
functions of (1) derived in these calculations were then
used to compute the optical properties of dimers and
trimers [18]. The correspondence between LS and SN
obtained in this way reproduces remarkably well the ex-
perimental trend in Fig. 3(a). To uncover the cause of the
spread in both LS and SN for DPD and TPD, we also
performed detailed simulations. We numerically solved
(1) assuming either no energy disorder (d  0 cm1) or
no coupling to phonons (S  0), so that their effect on the
optical properties of the assemblies could be analyzed
separately. Moreover, the simulations with d  0 cm1
were performed at different values of the Huang-Rhys
factor, in order to account for the spread in S observed
for individual PD molecules. The calculations show that
both energy disorder and coupling to phonons determine
the average values of LS and SN. However, our simulations
reveal the spread in these magnitudes results mainly from
static disorder, i.e., d > 0. Therefore, both the variations
in LS and SN measured for DPD and TPD uncover the full
range of energy disorder in the system.
In contrast to LS and SN, er probes the evolution of the
initial exciton. To investigate the relationship between er
and LS we plotted these quantities against each other. The
results are shown in Fig. 3(b). Remarkably, a clear corre-
lation between er and LS is obtained. Indeed a Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of 0.77 with a statistical significance
of 99% is retrieved for the whole set of data depicted in
Fig. 3(b). Correlation between the unbinned single-
molecule values of er and LS also occurred regardless of
analyzing the dimer and trimer data sets together or sepa-
rately, the statistical significance of the analysis being
better than 95% in all cases. Note that this relationship is
not obscured by the intrinsic spread in er values expected
for equally delocalized states, as inferred from the width of
the PD distribution in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, our measure-
ments prove a direct correspondence between er and LS:
the slower the ultrafast exciton dynamics, the larger the
degree of superradiance.
As indicated above, LS measures the delocalization of
the final thermalized exciton for DPD and TPD, whereas
er reports on the coherence size of the initial exciton set up
by absorption. Consequently, Fig. 3(b) uncovers the occur-
rence of a clear correspondence between the delocalization
coherence length of the initial and final exciton states. On
the other hand, we have also shown that the spread in LS
maps the range of energy disorder in the system. Therefore,
the correlation observed between er and LS in Fig. 3(b)
ultimately reveals that static disorder strongly influences
the rate of dephasing and energy redistribution of the initial
exciton, an effect herein uncovered experimentally for the
first time. Indeed, our results demonstrate that energy
disorder accelerates the phonon-assisted relaxation process
of the exciton.
In conclusion, we have investigated in this Letter the
influence of static disorder on exciton dynamics in a sys-
tem of coherently interacting chromophores by exploiting
a combination of steady-state, fast, and ultrafast single-
molecule techniques. We have experimentally demon-
strated that larger energy disorder in a dye assembly leads
to a reduction of the delocalization length in correspon-
dence with theoretical predictions. Remarkably, we have
also proven that disorder strongly governs the ultrafast
relaxation of the initial coherent exciton state, leading to
faster intraband dephasing and energy relaxation. Thus,
experimental control and theoretical understanding of
static energy disorder is of crucial importance for the
design of molecular devices in photonics, light harvesting,
and quantum entanglement.
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